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As the size of the superconducting sample with a few fluxoids is less than the dephasing length new physics
comes into play. The quasiparticle excitations in vortices form coherent quantum-mechanical states providing
thus a possibility to control the phase-coherent transport through the sample by changing the number of
fluxoids and their configuration. Thus, mesoscopic samples with a few vortices realize a new type of magnetically tunable Andreev waveguides. The sample conductance measured in the direction of the applied magnetic
field is determined by the transparency of different multivortex configurations 共giant multiquanta vortices and
vortex molecules兲 which form a set of quantum channels. The transmission coefficient for each channel is
controlled by multiple Andreev reflections within the vortex cores and at the sample edge. These interference
processes result in a stepwise and/or oscillating behavior of the conductance as a function of the applied
magnetic field. This is a vortex-based switch with the magnetic field playing the role of the gate voltage.
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Modern microfabrication techniques opened a route for
studies of small superconducting structures of the size of
several coherence lengths. The pioneering works1,2 revealed
a rich variety of different phases within given fluxoid states.
Magnetic field can penetrate the sample in the form of a
poligonlike vortex molecule or individual vortices can merge
forming multiquanta giant vortex. This transformation occurs
via the second-order phase transition. First-order izomeric
transitions between the different configurations of vortex
molecule seen as branching of the magnetization curves can
also take place. Numerical Ginzburg-Landau calculations
共see, e.g., Ref. 3兲 confirmed that indeed vortices either merge
into a single giant vortex with a certain winding number m or
arrange in stable moleculalike configurations4 with vortex
spacing a. The appealing question now is what are the resulting electronic states associated with different fluxoid structures and how do structural transitions in the vortex state of
a mesoscopic superconductor affect its electronic properties.
The low lying quasiparticle 共QP兲 states bound at the isolated
vortex core carrying the flux quantum  0 ⫽  បc/ 兩 e 兩 were
found first by Caroli, de Gennes, and Matricon5 and can be
viewed as the formation of standing quasiparticle waves due
to Andreev reflection of quasiparticles from the superconducting gap profile ⌬(rជ ) confining the vortex core. The
quantitative theory of the quasiparticle states is based on the
Bogolubov–de Gennes 共BdG兲 equations, and in s superconductors the QP spectrum for small values of the angular momentum quantum number  is5   ⫽  ⌬/(k r  ), where ⌬ is
the gap value far from the vortex axis,  is the coherence
length, k r ⫽ 兩 kជ⬜ 兩 ,kជ⬜ is the wave vector in the plane perpendicular to the vortex, and  is half an odd integer. This is the
so-called anomalous branch of the QP energy, which, as
function of  , varies from ⫺⌬ to ⌬ crossing zero as the
impact parameter b⫽  / 兩 kជ⬜ 兩 of the particle in the core varies
from ⫺⬁ to ⫹⬁.
In this paper we report our findings on peculiarities of the
electronic structure of the QP Andreev states in a few-fluxoid
superconductor 共FFS兲. We also analyze the phase-coherent
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transport through these states and demonstrate that conductance due to Andreev states in FFS’s reveals a variety of
oscillating behaviors. In particular, we find that local ballistic
conductance can alternate between the finite and the nearzero values as a function of magnetic field. In this regime the
mesoscopic superconductor thus realizes a quantum vortex
switch where the external magnetic field plays the role of
gate voltage.6
The bound states in the core can barely feel the presence
of the neighboring vortices as long as the intervortex distance a is much larger than the coherence length  , i.e., as
long as HⰆH c2 (aⰇ  ). The formation of multiquanta vortices in infinite samples is not energetically favorable, which
can be understood as a result of the strong repulsion forces
between the singly quantized vortices. On the contrary, in
small enough mesoscopic samples multiquanta structures
may become stable for H⬍H c2 due to compression forces
from shielding Meissner currents pushing vortices to the center of the sample. As the distances between vortices compare
to the coherence length a⭐  , wave functions overlap, interference effects come into play, and fundamentally new features of the QP spectrum, controlled by the geometry of both
the vortex molecule and the sample, appear as a result of
confinement. In small samples with radius R comparable to
the coherence length the behavior of the vortex states will
also be strongly affected by the edge electronic states. The
finite magnetic field suppresses order parameter near the disk
edge creating a potential well for quasiparticles. Bound quasiparticle states form due to both normal quasiparticle reflection at the disk edge and Andreev reflection from the boundary of the classically unpenetratable region. The local density
of states 共DOS兲 in such mesoscopic disc 共measured, e.g., by
the STM technique兲 should exhibit strong oscillations as a
function of magnetic field. At the disk edge the period of
these oscillations 共with an increase in magnetic field兲 should
correspond to the flux quantum, while at the disk center one
can observe two-quanta periodic behavior 共which is caused,
in fact, by the Aharonov-Bohm effect兲.
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The distinctive features of the electronic states in a multivortex configuration stem from their underlying mechanism,
the
multiple
Andreev
reflections
from
superconducting—normal-metal boundaries which are
formed in an applied magnetic field. The phase-coherent
quasiparticle transport in the direction perpendicular to the
disk plane should be strongly influenced by this Andreev
interference pattern. It was Giaver first who in his classic
work7 noticed that when magnetic flux gets trapped in the
superconductor, the small normal areas in parallel with superconducting areas appear that influence transport characteristics. We find that phase-coherent transport carried by the
quasiparticle Andreev states associated with these normal domains realizes another of Giaver’s visions:7 ‘‘Finally I would
like to propose a different tunneling experiment: an experiment to determine if it is possible to tunnel through a superconductor. If so we have an ideal triode, because I can
change the tunneling probability by changing the biasing potential of the superconductor.’’ We focus here on another
possibility to control this tunneling probability by changing
the number of vortex lines in a mesoscopic sample. A quasiparticle incident upon the sample with a trapped vortex can
propagate along the flux line provided its energy coincides
with a certain energy level in the core. Otherwise, if this
resonance condition is not fulfilled the wave function appears to decay along the vortex line at a certain decay length
L d . The ratio of this length to the sample thickness L determines the single-particle tunneling probability through the
sample. The conducting channels with L d ⬎L are open for
single-particle tunneling, while the transport through the
channels with L d ⰆL is possible only because of two-particle
Andreev processes. Because of the suppression of the order
parameter in the vortex core the maximum decay length L d
appears to be much larger than the coherence length  共in the
absence of vortices L d ⬍  ). Changing the number and configuration of vortices we can control the transparency of the
sample with respect to single-particle tunneling.
I. QUANTUM MECHANICS OF QUASIPARTICLES
IN A FEW-FLUXOID DISK

The magnetic field induced low-energy branches in the
quasiparticle spectrum appear due to: 共i兲 decrease in the energy threshold for QP’s binding to the sample edge, caused
by both the suppression of the superconducting order parameter near the edge in a strong field and by the Doppler shift
of the quasiparticle energy 共such a mechanism results in formation of the surface bound states8,9兲 and 共ii兲 vortex penetration into the sample and, thus, formation of normal vortexcore regions confining quasiparticles.
A. The model

The quantum mechanics of quasiparticles is governed by
the Bogolubov–de Gennes theory 关We do not consider here
ultrasmall samples 共see, e.g., Ref. 10 and references therein兲
having a quantum level spacing ␦  comparable with the bulk
superconducting gap. So in our case ␦ Ⰶ⌬ the conventional
共mean field兲 theory of superconductivity can be applied.兴. In
a conventional s-wave superconductor BdG equations are
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where (u, v ) are the particlelike and holelike parts of the QP
wave function and ⌬ 共energy gap兲 is the order parameter
used in the Ginzburg-Landau 共GL兲 theory. The corresponding one-particle Hamiltonian ĥ 0 in the most simple isotropic
case takes the form
ĥ 0 共 kជ 兲 ⫽ប 2 kជ 2 / 共 2M 兲 ⫺E F ,
where E F is the Fermi energy and M is the electron effective
mass.
For simplicity and also in order to relate to the most common experimental situation, we consider a thin disk of the
thickness d⬍ ( is the London penetration depth兲 and radius RⰆ eff⫽ 2 /d. We use a cylindrical coordinate system
(r,  ,z) with the z axis chosen perpendicular to the disk and
origin at the disk center. The boundary conditions at the edge
of the disk are u(R,  )⫽0,v (R,  )⫽0. In order to describe
vortex molecules of general symmetry the order parameter
can be conveniently written in the form
⌬⫽⌬ 0 关 ⌿ 共 r 兲 e im  ⫹D 共 r 兲兴 ,
where ⌿ is a general solution of the GL equations for a
multiquanta vortex located at the disk center in an external
magnetic field H. The asymptotical behavior of the ⌿ function at small distances rⰆr c 共where r c is the core radius兲
from the disk center is given by the expression ⌿⬃(r/r c ) m .
Near the disk edge the order parameter ⌿ is also suppressed
by the supercurrents. The function D is used to describe the
splitting of a giant multiquanta vortex into individual vortices which are situated at a certain distance a from the disk
center. This function is assumed to decay exponentially with
an increase of distance r at a certain length scale r d ⬃r c .
Thus, for a small size of a vortex molecule (aⰆr c )D(0)
⬀(a/r c ) m . It can be shown that for D(r)⫽0 the QP angular
momentum is conserved and the eigenfunctions ˆ ⫽(u, v )
can be written in the form5

ˆ  ⫽exp共 ik z z⫹i  ⫹i ˆ z m  /2兲 f̂  共 r 兲 ,

共3兲

where the f̂  (r) function is determined from the following
set of equations:
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The orbital momentum quantum number  is an integer
for even m, and half an odd integer for odd m values. Here
ˆ x , ˆ y , ˆ z are Pauli matrices, k r2 ⫹k z2 ⫽k F2 , and
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is a superfluid velocity. For small disks of the radius R
Ⰶ eff we can neglect the screening effects and the vector
potential can be taken in the form A  ⫽⫺Hr/2.
B. Edge bound states

We start with the analysis of the spectrum of QP’s bound
to the disk edge. The surface bound states appear due to the
formation of a potential well caused by normal reflection at
the surface and Andreev reflection at magnetic field induced
spatial variations of the order parameter and superfluid
velocity.8,9 To obtain the spectrum as a function of the angular momentum and magnetic field we follow the standard
quasiclassical procedure described, for instance, in Ref. 9
and take the solution in the form

Far from the vortex cores the quasiclassical approximation
appears to be justified since both the superfluid velocity V s
and the GL order parameter ⌿⯝ 冑1⫺4M 2  2 V s2 /ប 2 change
on a length scale which is much larger than the coherence
length  . For fields close to the field of the first vortex entry
(H⬃H * ⫽  0 /  R  ) the supercurrent density results in a
rather strong suppression of the order parameter absolute
value as well as in a rather large Doppler shift 共of the order
of the gap value兲 of the energy of states with large impact
parameters. As a consequence, the low-energy excitations
appear to be localized near the disk edge. The spectrum of
the states bound to the disk edge can be found using the
Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule
1

t
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Here  ⫽r/R,n is an integer, ␥ is a quasiclassical constant
of the order of unity,  t is a coordinate of the turning point,
and the momenta P ⫾ ⫽R(S r⬘ ) ⫾ that are found from BdG
equations have the form
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For the Meissner state of the disk (m⫽0) one finally
obtains

f̂  ⫽Âe iS ⫹c.c.

冕

FIG. 1. Normalized quasiclassical radial momentum P vs distance from the disc center and classically allowed regions for electronic states bound to the disk edge. r t is the turning point.
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where q⫽k r /k F , E⫽/⌬ 0 , and b̃⫽  /(k r R) is a dimensionless impact parameter and  is an orbital momentum
quantum number. Bound quasiparticle states form due to
both normal quasiparticle reflection at the disc edge and Andreev reflection from the boundary r⫽r t ⫽  t R of the classically unpenetratable region 共see Fig. 1兲. To the lowest order
in  /R the turning point  t is determined by the expression
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For impact parameters b̃ close to unity 共i.e., for large
angular momenta  ⬃k r R) and k r /k F ⫽q⫽1 each nth energy branch has a minimum as a function of two variables:
impact parameter b̃ and momentum k r 共see also Fig. 4 in
Ref. 6兲. These two-dimensional local minima result in the
appearance of a set of discontinuities 共steplike structure兲 in
the energy and magnetic field dependences of the density of
states 共DOS兲.
The above results for edge states can be easily extended to
the case where a multiquanta vortex (m⫽0) is located at the
center of the sample. To this end one merely has to replace
the magnetic field H by the expression H⫺mH *  /R. This
simple recipe works only for low-energy levels corresponding to the classically allowed regions near the disk edge
关  t ⬎ 冑m  H * /(RH) 兴 . By increasing the magnetic field one
induces transitions between the states with different numbers
m and, as a consequence, switching between energy branches
with different m occurs. Each fluxoid entering the disk reduces the depth of the edge potential well for QP excitations
and thus shifts the localized levels to higher energies. Upon
further increase of the magnetic field the screening current
and therefore the depth of the potential well increase and
bound states are pressed down. Then next vortex comes in
the states jump up again, resulting thus in oscillations of the
DOS with the period ␦ H⬃  0 /R 2 . The amplitude of such
oscillations grows as in the size R decreases; therefore such
oscillations are observable only in mesoscopic samples with
the sufficiently small radii.
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C. Multiquanta flux structures

Now we turn to the QP states which are bound to vortices
penetrating the sample. To start with we consider the most
simple case when all the votices merge into a single giant
vortex with a winding number m. m⫽1 corresponds to a
conventional singly quantized vortex. According to general
theory,11 the number of anomalous energy branches 共per
spin兲 crossing the Fermi level should be equal to m. For a
vortex carrying an odd number of the flux quanta one of this
energy branches crosses Fermi level at zero impact parameter and, thus, is responsible for the peak in the DOS at the
vortex center. On the contrary, for a vortex with an even
number m there is no such an energy branch and no peak at
the vortex center. All anomalous branches in this case cross
the Fermi level at finite impact parameters  ⬃k r r c , where
r c is the core radius. Generally the spatial distribution of the
DOS has the shape of rings with radii of the order of  . The
number of rings is determined by the winding number. Recently such solutions have been studied numerically in a
number of works.12–14 An analytical approach for the description of QP states in multiquanta vortices can be developed using the quasiclassical method. Following the procedure described, e.g., in Ref. 15 one can consider a model
with a step pair potential and obtain the QP energy vs the
dimensionless impact parameter ␤ ⫽  /(k r  )⫽b̃R/  :
E nm ⫽

冉
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where g N is the normal state conductance and N(,r) is the
QP density of states. Shown on Figs. 2 and 3 is a normalized
tunneling conductance g(r)/g N corresponding to m⫽2,3
which generally, has a shape of rings with radii of the order
of  关T⬃⌬ 0 /(k F  );k F r c ⫽20冑2 for m⫽2 and k F r c
⫽40/冑3 for m⫽3兴. The number of rings is determined by
the winding number.

共9兲

x c ⫽ 冑␤ 2c ⫺ ␤ 2 , ␤ c ⫽r c /  , and n is an integer.
For low energies Ⰶ⌬ 0 (EⰆ1) we can linearize the
energy spectrum for each anomalous branch: E nm ( ␤ )
⯝a nm ( ␤ nm ⫺ ␤ ), where the coefficient
a nm ⫽

FIG. 2. Local zero bias tunneling conductance g(r)/g N for a
multiquanta vortex with m⫽2; x,y coordinates are measured in
1/k F , T⬃⌬/(k F  ), k F r c ⫽20冑2.

D. Vortex molecules

Now we derive quasiparticle DOS in the vortex molecule
state. In macroscopic samples the structures consisting of
several vortices with a⬍  or multiquanta vortex solutions
are energetically unfavorable due to the strong repulsion
forces between the singly quantized vortices. On the contrary, in mesoscopic samples such structures appear stable
even for HⰆH c2 , since Meissner currents push few vortices

is of the order unity, and an approximate expression for ␤ nm
reads14

 共 1⫺2n 兲
* ⯝⫾ ␤ c cos
,
␤ nm
2m

1⫺m
1⫹m
⬍n⬍
.
2
2

Each energy branch crossing zero energy at a nonzero impact
parameter is characterized by a certain number n 共for the
branch with ␤ nm ⫽0 the n number changes with a change of
the impact parameter sign兲. Making use of the quasiclassical
approach we also can find the corresponding spatial distribution of the density of states 共DOS兲. Convolving the DOS
with the thermal broadening function we obtain the quantity
which is directly related to the local zero-bias tunneling
conductance for transport between two reservoirs and, thus,
can be probed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy
measurements.16 In the clean limit the expression for this
finite temperature tunneling conductance reads

FIG. 3. Local zero bias tunneling conductance g(r)/g N for a
multiquanta vortex with m⫽3; x,y coordinates are measured in
1/k F , T⬃⌬/(k F  ), k F r c ⫽40/冑3.
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present in the sample close together. Then the electronic
states in a vortex molecule with a⭐  differ strongly from
the ones for isolated vortices due to the essential interference
effects. The quantum-mechanical motion of low-energy quasiparticles is determined by the geometry of the vortex molecule involved. In small molecules splitting can be treated as
a pertubation.
For a finite size of a vortex molecule (D⫽0) the harmonics characterized by different  interact and the angular momentum is no more a good quantum number. Nevertheless
for small molecules the wave functions can be obtained using the pertubation theory which allows us to clarify the
main qualitative features in the behavior of the local DOS. In
the first order of this pertubation theory the wave functions
for a m  0 - vortex molecule take the form

ˆ  ⫽ ˆ (0) ⫹ ␣ ⫺ ˆ (0)⫺m ⫹ ␣ ⫹ ˆ (0)⫹m ,
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where (u  , v  )⫽ f̂ (0) is the wave function for a giant
m-quanta vortex. A qualitative 共and most simple兲 picture can
be obtained if we consider the asymptotical behavior of wave
functions and DOS in the small distance limit r⬍r c and
neglect the Andreev reflection inside this domain 共put the
gap ⌬⫽0 in BdG equations, i.e., consider a model with a
step pair potential15兲. The zero order terms in QP wave functions take the form
f̂ (0) ⯝A
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To simplify calculations one can take a cylindrical Fermi
surface without much loss in generality, so that k z dependence may be neglected, k r ⫽k F 共such a choice is well justified for NbSe2 ), and finally arrive at the local DOS for a
vortex molecule:
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关we have assumed here D⫽(a/  ) m exp(⫺r2/r2d)兴. Evaluating
the integrals one obtains
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where the constant A⬃ 冑k r /r c is determined from normalization condition and the phase ␥  ⫽  n depends on the energy branch number and is determined from the matching
with a large distance solution. The above approximation allows us to estimate the coefficients ␣ ⫾ for a certain branch
characterized by a number n:
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FIG. 4. Local zero bias tunneling conductance for a vortex molecule with m⫽2; x,y coordinates are measured in 1/k F , T
⬃⌬/(k F  ), k F r c ⫽20冑2.

共 k r r d 兲 2 ⫺(k r ) 2 /2
e rd ,
2
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where I  is the modified Bessel function. Using the asymptotical expressions for these functions we get the final estimate

共18兲
where t nm ⫽2 兩 ␣ ⫹ 兩 .
One can observe that as soon as the constituent singlequanta vortices in a giant m vortex start to separate, each ring
of the maximal DOS around a giant fluxoid splits into m
peaks. With an increase in the size a of the molecule and,
accordingly, in vortex spacing, several of the DOS peaks
merge and finally only m peaks at the centers of individual
vortices survive. The specific peak structure in the DOS distribution around a small-size vortex molecule is a direct consequence of quantum-mechanical interference of Andreev
states. As a next natural step we calculate the zero-bias tunneling conductance in the clean limit taking into account the
finite temperature effect. Typical spatial distributions of the
tunneling conductance for two particular cases of 2  0 - and
3  0 -vortex molecules (m⫽2 and m⫽3) are shown in Figs.
4 and 5. Here we choose the following parameters: t nm
⫽0.7,T⬃⌬ 0 /(k F  ),k F r c ⫽20冑2 for m⫽2, and k F r c
⫽40/冑3 for m⫽3. The multipeak structure inside the core of
a small-size molecule is surely smeared due to the finite lifetime and temperature effects. Thus, we can conclude that the
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FIG. 5. Local zero bias tunneling conductance for a vortex molecule with m⫽3; x,y coordinates are measured in 1/k F , T
⬃⌬/(k F  ), k F r c ⫽40/冑3.

nontrivial behavior of the local DOS discussed above might
become observable in the cleanest mesoscopic samples at
low temperatures.
II. BALLISTIC TRANSPORT ALONG VORTEX LINES
IN MESOSCOPIC SUPERCONDUCTORS:
FLUX SENSITIVE ANDREEV WAVEGUIDES

In this section we turn to the description of phasecoherent transport properties of a few fluxoid superconductor
共FFS兲. Consider mesoscopic superconducting disc squeezed
between the leads connected to two normal reservoirs 关see
also Fig. 1共a兲 in Ref. 6兴. Hereafter we assume the dimensions
of a few-fluxoid sample to be much less than the phasebreaking length 共characterizing the distance at which the
phase coherence of the quantum-mechanical state is lost and
determined by the rate of inelastic scattering兲. This assumption seems to be reasonable since the typical dimensions of
few-fluxoid samples used in recent experiments2 are of the
order of several coherence lengths  ⬃បV F /⌬ (V F is the
Fermi velocity兲. For simplicity we also neglect the impurity
scattering and, thus, restrict ourselves to the ballistic limit.
The idea now is that in the sufficiently thin discs and low
temperatures the ballistic transport will be carried by quasiparticles tunneling through the sample. Then every additional
flux quantum entering the disc to form the vortex molecule
or the multiquanta giant vortex will open an additional transport channel giving rise thus to a steplike increase in the disc
conductance. The quantum-mechanical motion of lowenergy quasiparticles 共and hence the transmission coefficient兲 is determined by the geometry of a vortex molecule as
well as by the geometry of a mesoscopic sample. Now we
quantify this idea and develop a theory of the vortex mediated ballistic transport in FFS’s.
In the homogeneous superconducting disc 共without vortices兲 of the thickness larger than the coherence length the
zero bias conductance for each normal-metal–
superconductor boundary at T⫽0 is provided only by twoparticle Andreev processes 共single-particle tunneling is sup-

pressed because of the superconducting gap兲. The
contribution of these processes to the conductance is proportional to T 2 , where T is a probability of transmission through
the barrier separating the normal lead and the superconducting sample.
Within the most simple phenomenological approach the
influence of vortices entering the sample on the transport
characteristics can be described if we view a vortex core as a
normal tube with the DOS coinciding with that in the normal
metal.17 A more profound theoretical description of the effect
of trapped vortices on the properties of Josephson tunnel
junctions is based on the analysis of the modification of the
Green’s functions of superconducting electrodes in the core
region.18 If we choose to apply this model for the estimate of
conductance along the vortex line we immediately obtain the
value proportional to the standard Sharvin’s conductance
e 2 k F2  2
.
G N ⬀T
ប
The above estimate can be correct only for finite temperatures T⬎⌬/(k F  ) since the QP spectrum in the core of a
singly quantized vortex is gapped. Using this estimate we
assume that the conductance is determined by the density of
of states integrated over the vortex core and convolved with
the thermal broadening function. Thus, such a consideration
is based, in fact, on a transfer Hamiltonian approach and its
validity is known to depend on the nature of the barrier region . This approach is obviously correct for incoherent tunneling into vortex states 共the part of electron momentum parallel to the barrier plane is not conserved兲. In the case of
coherent tunneling the above arguments should be regarded
with caution. In this case the in-plane momentum 共perpendicular to the vortex axis兲 should be conserved and, thus, is
determined by its values allowed within the core. For incoming particles with a certain energy Ⰶ⌬ the allowed in-plane
momenta for the states propagating along the core are given
by the expression k r ⯝  ⌬/(  ). This restriction on the
quantum numbers of transverse modes results in a strong
suppression of vortex conductance. A simple estimate can be
suggested in the spirit of Landauer approach if we just sum
up the contributions of different transverse modes assuming
equal transparencies for all modes (⬀T):
G⬃

e2
T
ប

兺

f 关   共 k z ⫽0 兲兴 ,

共19兲

where f is the Fermi distribution function. In the limit
⌬/(k F  )ⰆTⰆ⌬ we can replace the sum over  by the integral and finally obtain the following estimate for this
intermediate-temperature region:
G⬃

T
e2
Tk  .
ប F ⌬

Such a suppression of conductance is directly related to
the fact that the Caroli–de Gennes–Matricon energy levels
are determined only by two quantum number:  and k z . A
set of levels corresponding to the change in the third quantum number 共which is, in fact, the radial part of momentum兲
is shifted to higher energies (⬃⌬). This effective reduction
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of the system dimensionality results in the fact that conductance is proportional to the core radius and not to its area.
All the above consideration is based on the assumption
that the only contribution to the vortex conductance comes
from the resonant temperature-activated transport through
the Caroli–de Gennes–Matricon energy states, which can
propagate along the flux line. However, even for zero temperature the single particle transport along the vortex line is
possible due to the tunneling of electrons through the sample
of a finite thickness L. Provided the energy of an incoming
electron does not coincide with the Caroli–de Gennes–
Matricon levels QP states decay into the sample due to multiple Andreev reflections from the boundaries of the vortex
core over a certain characteristic distance L d . The channels
which satisfy the condition L d ⬎L 共these channels are open
for single particle tunneling兲 will contribute the conductance
of the mesoscopic system. The length L d is a characteristic
scale for convertion of normal current of incoming electrons
into the superflow. In a macroscopic superconducting system
the core states do not contribute to the electroconductivity
along the vortex lines since the normal current injected into
the sample converts to supercurrent at a length scale which is
less than the sample size L. In other words, in this case the
quasiparticle channels are shunted by the condensate.
Thus, in order to find FFS conductance in a finite length
sample we have to describe the decay of the Andreev states
along the vortex line. We are interested in the states at zero
energy which can not propagate along the line because of the
finite minigap in the core. Let us start from the BdG equations 共4兲 for a single vortex line, which are written for radial
parts of electronlike and holelike wave functions. Note that
we assume here the k z momentum to be complex valued to
describe the electronic states with arbitrary energies . It is
obvious that if the energy coincides with a certain discrete
CdGM level the k z momentum will be real and we must
obtain the standard electronic states propagating along the
vortex waveguide. Otherwise the imaginary part of the k z
momentum will give us the inverse decay length for electronic wave functions.

A. Propagation of quasiparticles along a normal metal
cylinder in a superconductor in the absence of supercurrents
„V s Ä0…

We start from the consideration of the case V s ⫽0 and
analyze the possibility to obtain the states localized in the xy
plane 共and decaying in the z direction兲 because of the well in
the gap potential ⌬(r). Provided the gap is zero within the
domain r⬍a, this situation corresponds to the states in a
normal metal cylinder of the radius a which is placed into a
superconductor. Usual Andreev states with real k z are
gapped: if we take a⬃  and k r ⬃k F the minimum energy is
of the order of ⌬(⬁). There are no states with real k r for 
⫽0.
For the particular case ⫽0 we can write the BdG equations 共4兲 in the form of two decoupled equations if we take
the wave functions in the form

f̂ ⫽⌿ ⫹

冉冊 冉 冊
1
i

⫹⌿ ⫺

1

⫺i

共20兲

.

The equations for the functions ⌿ ⫹ and ⌿ ⫺ read
关 ĥ⫾i⌬ 共 r 兲兴 ⌿ ⫾ ⫽0,

ĥ⫽

冉

共21兲

冊

ប2
2 1  2
⫺ 2⫺
⫹ ⫺k r2 .
2M
r r r2
r

共22兲

The behavior of wave functions can be easily understood
using the following simple analogy in standard electrodynamics. Equation 共21兲 describes the propagation of waves in
a waveguide with waveguide faces made of metal with finite
conductivity which depends on r and, thus, complex dielectric constant takes the form
 d ⫽1⫿

i2k F

 k r2

␦共 r 兲,

where ␦ (r)⫽⌬(r)/⌬(⬁). The skin depth in waveguide faces
is proportional to the coherence length. Such an analogy allows one to conclude immediately that the waves with momentum close to the waveguide axis decay most slowly
along this axis since the dissipation in waveguide faces in
this case is minimal. We can also note that the waves with
momenta direction far from the waveguide axis cannot
propagate and decay at a length of the order of the waveguide radius.
Let us now discuss the solution of Eq. 共21兲 in more detail.
Within the standard quasiclassical approximation 共assuming
k r  Ⰷ1) this solution can be written in the form 共we take the
equation for ⌿ ⫹ for definiteness兲 ⌿ ⫹ ⫽g 1 (r)H (1) (k r r)
⫹g 2 (r)H (2) (k r r), where H (1,2) (k r r) are Hankel functions
and g 1,2 are slowly varing envelopes. Far from the normal
metal cylinder (rⰇa,⌬⫽const) we have the two exact solutions H (1,2) (r 冑k r2 ⫺2ik F /  ). Inside the normal metal cylinder (⌬⫽0) there are also two exact solutions H (1,2) (k r r). To
avoid a divergence of the wave function for r→0 we must
match the two independent solutions at the origin and obtain
Bessel function for small r. One can see that for nonzero
imaginary part of the wave vector 冑k r2 ⫺2ik F /  only one of
Hankel functions 关i.e., H (2) (r 冑k r2 ⫺2ik F /  )兴 can exist at
large distances since another Hankel function appears to diverge for r→⬁. As a result, if we neglect small scattering
共caused by the gap inhomogeneity兲 between the waves described by the envelopes g 1,2 共in quasiclassical approximation such scattering is zero兲 we cannot obtain the solution
regular at the origin. The only way to get such a solution
within the quasiclassical approximation is to put
Im( 冑k r2 ⫺2ik F /  )⫽0 共which allows us to consider both
Hankel functions at large distances兲, i.e., we must take
Re(k r )Im(k r )⫽k F /  , i.e., Im(k z )⫽k F / 关  Re(k z ) 兴 . The corresponding decay length along the z direction in this case
appears to be the same as for the case of homogeneous su-
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perconductor without normal-metal cylinder. Such modes are
not localized in the (xy) plane—they are not waveguidelike
solutions.
To get a waveguidelike solution we must go beyond the
quasiclassical approximation and take account of the interaction of the waves described by the envelopes g 1,2 . This scattering is indeed small 共at least for k r Ⰷ1/ 兲 but it is this
mechanism which allows us to obtain modes propagating in
the waveguide. Such observation of the important role of
nonquasiclassical corrections for the description of quasiparticles moving rapidly in the direction parallel to the normalmetal–superconductor interface is in agreement with the
analysis19,20 of the bound states in SNS sandwiches. To obtain the solution we can consider a simple model with a steplike gap potential ⌬⫽0 for r⬍a and ⌬⫽⌬ 0 for r⬎a. For
r⬎a we must consider only one of the Hankel function
which decays with an increase in r: ⌿ ⫹
⫽T ⫹ H (2) (r 冑k r2 ⫺2ik F /  ). Inside the normal cylinder (r
⬍a) the general solution can be taken in the form ⌿ ⫹
⫽H (2) (k r r)⫹R ⫹ H (1) (k r r). One can match the wave function and its first derivative at the NS boundary and obtain the
reflection (R ⫹ ) and transmission (T ⫹ ) amplitudes. In the
limit k r2  /k F Ⰷ1 共which is easy to get even for k r Ⰶk F ) and
k r a⬎  the reflection coefficient is
R ⫹ ⫽R 0 exp关 ⫺2ik r a⫹i  共  ⫹1 兲兴 ,

B. Propagation of quasiparticles
along the singly quantized vortex

The nonzero V s is responsible for the interaction of the
above waveguidelike solutions ⌿ ⫹ and ⌿ ⫺ . To take account of such interaction we assume this mechanism to
dominate only inside the core. As a result, we can treat the
problem in several steps: 共i兲 we calculate the nonquasiclassical reflection from the core boundary disregarding the V s
term near this boundary, 共ii兲 we consider the core region
following Refs. 5,15 to take account of the evolution of the
relative phase between electronlike and holelike parts of the
wave function caused by the Doppler shift. The first step
gives us the expression for wave function near the core
boundary, which can be used as a boundary condition for the
solution inside the core:

冋 冉 冊 冉 冊册
冋 冉 冊 冉 冊册

f̂ ⫽H (1) 共 k r r 兲 b

e ⫺i  1

⫹H (2) 共 k r r 兲 a

e ⫺i  3
e i3

共23兲
sin共   /⌬ 0 兲 ⯝

where R 0 ⯝k F / 关 2(Re k r )  兴 Ⰶ1 is the nonquasiclassical reflection coefficient from the NS boundary. Note that the same
procedure can be made for ⌿ ⫺ : the reflection amplitude in
this case takes the form

e ⫺i  2
e i2

e i4

⫹bR ⫺

e ⫺i  4

.

共25兲

R ⫹ ⫹R ⫺
1⫹R 20

,

共26兲

where   is the CdGM spectrum for a singly quantized vortex. If we consider rather small  values (  Ⰶk r r c ) and
neglect the terms proportional to R 20 the expression 共26兲 can
be rewritten as follows:

共24兲

To obtain the solution regular at the origin we must put
R ⫾ ⫽1 共in this case the sum of Hankel functions inside the
cylinder equals to the Bessel function兲. As a result, Re(k r )
appears to be quantized: Re(k r )⫽  n/a⫹  (  ⫹1)/(2a),
where n is an integer. The imaginary part of k r also appears
to be nonzero: Im(k r )⫽0.5a ⫺1 ln ⌳, where we assume ⌳
⫽R ⫺1
0 Ⰷ1. The corresponding expression for the imaginary
part of k z reads Im(k z )⫽Re(k r )(ln ⌳)/关2Re(k z )a 兴 . The
above solution exist only for Im(k z )⬍k F / 关  Re(k z ) 兴 关or in
other words Im(k r )⬍k F /(Re k r  ), i.e., Re(k r )/k F
⬍2(ln ⌳)⫺1a/兴. The parameter ⌳ ⫺1 ⫽R 0 is the key parameter which controls the deviations from the quasiclassical
model. In quasiclassical approximation we must take ⌳⫽⬁
and the waveguidelike modes disappear.
If we do not take the steplike model for the gap 共which
overstimates the R 0 value兲 and consider a more realistic
slowly changing gap profile 共at a length scale of the order  ),
the reflection coefficient appears to be even smaller and ⌳
parameter is larger. Nevertheless the corresponding change
in the decay length could be not so large because of the
logarithmic dependence of this length on the ⌳ parameter.

⫹aR ⫹

At the core boundary  1 ⫽  2 ⫽  3 ⫽  4 ⫽  /4. The final condition on the nonquasiclassical reflection coefficients after all
matching procedures reads

2

R ⫺ ⫽R 0 exp关 2ik r a⫺i  共  ⫹1 兲兴 .

e i1

R ⫹ ⫹R ⫺ ⫽2R 0 cos关 2k r r c ⫺  共  ⫹1 兲兴 ⯝  /⌬ 0 .

共27兲

The inverse decay length along the z axis is given by the
expression
Im k zn ⯝

Re k rn
ln共 ⌳  /⌬ 0 兲 ,
2Re k zn r c

共28兲

where the ⌳⫽R ⫺1
0 parameter should be determined from the
nonquasiclassical reflection problem discussed in Sec. II A,
Re k rn ⫽  n/r c ⫹  (  ⫹1)/(2r c ) and the ⌳  /⌬ 0 value is
assumed to be large. One can see that the appearance of the
superfluid velocity results in an increase of the decay length
because of the small minigap value. For quasiparticles with
momenta almost parallel to the vortex axis the decay length
appears to be much larger than the coherence length.
C. Propagation of quasiparticles along the multiquanta vortices

The above consideration can be generalized for the case
of a multiquanta vortex with a certain winding number m.
Using the analogous procedure one obtains Eq. 共26兲, where
  is a set of anomalous branches discussed in Sec. I. The
inverse decay length is given by the expression
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Re k rn
arccosh关 ⌳ sin共   /⌬ 0 兲 /2兴 .
2Re k zn r c

共29兲

The core radius is known to increase with an increase in
the winding number m 共see, e.g., Ref. 14兲. According to Eq.
共29兲 this fact results in the increase of the QP decay length. It
should also be noted that for multiquanta vortices a finite
number of bound states with L d ⫽⬁ appear to exist even at
⫽0 共there is no minigap contrary to the case of singly
quantized vortex兲. For each anomalous energy branch there
exists such a zero energy bound state characterized by the
momentum k r ⬃  /r c .
D. Conductance of a singly quantized vortex:
Large area contacts

Let us estimate the ballistic conductance of the vortex
of a certain length L. We assume that the superconducting
disk with the vortex is placed between two normal-metal
reservoirs. Provided the transparency of the tunnel barriers
共which separate superconductor and these reservoirs兲 is small
enough, the contribution of two-particle Andreev processes is suppressed. Let us estimate only the conductance
contribution associated with the channels open for single particle tunneling along the vortex line. Each mode decaying
along the vortex provides the conductance contribution
⬀e 2 exp关⫺2Im(k z )L 兴 /ប. The total contribution from the
single particle processes can be written as
e2
T
ប

G 0⬀

兺 兺n exp共 ⫺2Imk zn L 兲 ,

共30兲

where k zn is determined from Eq. 共28兲. The value Re k rn
meets the condition Re k rn ⬎  /r c 共otherwise the turning
point  /k r of the Hankel function appears to be outside the
core region兲. The maximum Re k rn value is determined by
the Fermi wave vector (Re k rn ⬍k F ). As a result, we can put
Re k rn ⫽  n/r c , where n min⬍n⬍nmax , nmin⬃, and n max
⬃kF. We assume here that the transmission coefficient T
through the barrier is the same for all channels 共in a more
realistic model this coefficient surely depends on the quantum numbers兲. Taking  ⬍L⬍  2 k F one can see that the main
contribution to the conductance G 0 is provided by the modes
with momenta almost parallel to the vortex axis. As a result,
we can put Re k z ⯝k F in Eq. 共28兲 and write the conductance
in the form
e2
G 0⬀ T
ប

n max

兺 兺

冉

exp ⫺

 nL ln共 ⌳  /n 兲
k F r 2c

冊

共31兲

.

Replacing the sums over  and n by the integrals one
obtains
G 0⬀

e2
T
ប

冕

⫹⬁

0

d

冕

n max



冉

dn exp ⫺

 nL ln共 ⌳  /n 兲
k F r 2c

冊

.
共32兲

Neglecting the weak logarithmic dependence vs n in Eq.
共32兲 we can evaluate the above integrals and obtain the final
expression for the ballistic conductance
G 0⬀

2
e2
.
T共 k F  兲 2 2
ប
L 共 ln ⌳ 兲 2

共33兲

Comparing this expression with the Sharvin’s conductance of
the normal wire of the radius  , one can see that the decay of
quasiparticle states along the vortex line results in a decrease
of the Sharvin’s conductance by the factor  2 / 关 L 2 (ln ⌳)2兴.
For mesoscopic samples with L of the order of several 
this single particle contribution can be comparable with
the two-particle Andreev contribution (⬀T 2 ). For large L
values (L⬎k F  2 ) the power law decay of the conductance
vs L should be replaced by the exponential dependence
⬃exp关⫺L ln⌳/(kF2)兴. Thus, in the large L limit the current
through the single particle channels is shunted by the supercurrent.
E. Conductance of a multiquanta vortex: large area contacts

With an increase in magnetic field we change the winding
number and hence a number of single particle channels. For
large area contacts 共with area larger than both the core radius
and intervortex distance兲 all these vortex channels contribute
to the conductance and, as a result, we obtain a stepwise
conductance behavior vs magnetic field 关see also Fig. 1共b兲 in
Ref. 6兴. For vortex structures consisting of m separated singly quantized vortices one can expect that the total conductance is given by the sum of isolated vortex contributions
G ⌺ (m)⫽mG 0 . For giant vortices or vortex molecules the
dependence of G ⌺ vs m becomes more complicated and is
mainly determined by the m dependence of the effective core
radius r c (m):
G ⌺⬀

r 2c 共 m 兲
e2
T 关 k F r c 共 m 兲兴 2 2 .
ប
L

共34兲

Note that the zero energy states provide an additional
contribution to conductance of the order of
(e 2 /ប)Tk F r c (m)2 关 m/2兴 , where square brackets denote an
integer part.
F. Conductance of multiquanta vortices: Small area contacts

For point contacts with an area of the contact much
smaller than the area of the giant vortex core r c we should
take account of the dependence of the transmission coefficient T vs  . As a result, the efficiency of single particle
channels depends on the winding number m and point contact position.
At small distances from the giant vortex center the wave
functions have Bessel asymptotics and, thus, vanish inside
the domain r⬍ 兩  ⫹m/2兩 /k r . As a result, for point contact
positioned at the giant vortex center the transmission coefficient should also vanish for modes with 兩  ⫹m/2兩 ⬎k r d,
where dⰆr c is the contact radius. Thus, in this case we
should take n min⬃max关rc /d,rc /d兴 and the expression for the
conductance reads
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 nL ln共 ⌳  n 兲
k F r 2c

冊

,

共35兲

where ⌳  n ⫽⌳  (k rn )/⌬ 0 . For odd winding numbers the
spectrum has a branch crossing Fermi level at  ⫽0
关   (k rn )/⌬ 0 ⬃  /(k rn r c )⬃  /n,⌳  n ⬃⌳  /n 兴 . For even
winding numbers there is no such an energy branch and for
small  we should take   (k rn )/⌬ 0 ⬃1 and ⌳  n ⬃⌳. For
rather small contact radius d⬍L/(k F r c ) the terms in the sum
共35兲 vanish very fast with an increase in n and  : the main
contribution to the conductance comes from the first term
with minimal n and  . The conductance for odd and even
winding numbers m takes the form
G odd⬀

冉

冊

e2
L ln共 ⌳d/r c 兲
T exp ⫺
,
ប
k Fr cd

G even⬀

冉

冊

e2
L ln⌳
T exp ⫺
.
ប
k Fr cd

For the ratio of conductances we obtain

冉冊

d
G even
⬃
G odd
rc

L/k F r c d

Ⰶ1.

The suppression of the conductance G even is caused by the
absence of the anomalous energy branch crossing Fermi
level at  ⫽0 for even winding numbers. Such an odd-even
effect results in alternating behavior of conductance as a
function of magnetic field 关Fig. 1共b兲 in Ref. 6兴. Generally the
behavior of conductance vs magnetic field is determined by
the interplay of steplike and oscillating contributions.
III. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have developed a theory of quasiparticle excitations in the vortex state of mesoscopic superconductors. We have found spatial distribution of the QP density
of states, investigated ballistic transport through the vortex
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